
DAILY HOMEWORK OF CLASS 4 
Date - 18/08/2020 
 
WRITE:- 
************* 
ENGLISH LANGUAGE 
Revision 
Chapter Punctuation 
 
Learn and write 
Definitions of punctuation marks with examples.  
 
************ 
video class 5 English language chapter punctuation (all parts) 
************ 
 
English literature 
Write: Chapter 8 
Anwer these questions with reference to the contex. 
 
.... a disease that spreads mainly through the germ - infected air when somebody who already has the disease coughs or sneezes.  
Q1.Which disease is being referred to?  
Ans :Tuberculosis. 
Q2. Who was the 'somebody' who gave the infection to Marie's mother? 
Ans: Wladyshaw's brother was the 'somebody' who gave the infection to Marie's mother. 
Q3.What else is said about the disease?  
Ans It was said that 'then it was  incurable disease'. 
************ 
Video: Chapter :8= Marie Curie ( Part 1) 
********** 
 
 Maths   
Chapter 4 Addition and subtraction 
Exercise - 12  
Q. 10 do in practice register. Q 11 and 12 do in practice register. 
Page no. 56 example.4 do in practice register. 
************ 
Video- part- 25 chapter-4  
*********** 
 
Social studies 
Chapter :5 Coastal Regions and Islands of India  
Write : Hard words 
1 seperated 
2 Kanniyakumari 
3 Situated 
4 Konkan 
5 Malabar 
6 Coromandel 
7 Territories 
8 Inhabited  
9 Coral 
10 Destination 
Write 2 time  
 
Word meaning (on new page) 
 
Lagoon - saltwater lake 



Beaches - the sandy stretch of coastal area formed by the sea waves 
Island - a small piece of land surrounded by water 
Coast - place near the sea 
*********** 
 
Video : Coastal region and Islands of India part -1 
*********** 
 
 SCIENCE 
Chapter 4- Where animals live in adaptation( Revision) 
 Write 
1. Write  subjective type questions with the help of video given. 
*********** 
Video-Where animals live in adaptation( Part 10) 
*********** 
 
Computer 
Chapter 2 
MS Windows 7 
Revision  
Write the following questions and answers in practice register and learn the exercises. 
Q5:  how do you create a folder? Give steps. 
*********** 
Video - MS Windows - Part 1 and 2 
************ 
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(do in class work copy)  
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Video--      औ  वचन (    १) 
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LEARN 
************ 
Eng lit: learn H.W given above. 
 
S.st:-Learn : word meaning 
 
Science:-Learn written work. 
 
Maths:-Learn table of 16 
 
Computer:-Learn the written work. 
 

Hindi:-                        


